Optical means for modulating and monitoring neuronal activity, have provided substantial insights to neurophysiology and toward our understanding of how the brain works. Optogenetic actuators, calcium or voltage imaging probes and other molecular tools, combined with advanced microscopies have allowed an "all-optical" readout and modulation of neural circuits. Completion of this remarkable work is evolving toward a three-dimensional (3D) manipulation of neural ensembles at a high spatiotemporal resolution. Recently, original optical methods have been proposed for both activating and monitoring neurons in a 3D space, mainly through optogenetic compounds. Here, we review these methods and anticipate possible combinations among them.
INTRODUCTION
Controlling and monitoring neuronal activity with a light has become a common practice in many neurobiological studies, throughout the last decade. The continuously expanding toolbox of molecular probes that activate/inhibit (Herlitze and Landmesser, 2007; Airan et al., 2009; Levitz et al., 2013; Klapoetke et al., 2014; Shemesh et al., 2017; Becker et al., 2018; Guruge et al., 2018; Mardinly et al., 2018) or image Kim et al., 2018) neuronal activity as well as the development of original light-microscopy methods for stimulating these tools (Ronzitti et al., 2017b; Chen et al., 2018c; , has tremendously contributed to the direction of research and has led to innovative experimental concepts (Rickgauer et al., 2014; Carrillo-reid et al., 2016) . Photostimulation via optogenetics and/or uncaging (Kwon et al., 2017) is suitable for single cell and, most importantly, circuit studies, since light gives access to a large number of targets simultaneously, at high spatial precision via parallel illumination methods (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010; Packer et al., 2015; Forli et al., 2018; .
Circuit studies are usually performed in vivo by light-stimulation at near-infrared to minimize scattering effects and optimize spatial resolution via non-linear multiphoton absorption processes. Ideally, these studies also demand three-dimensional (3D) accessibility both for activation and imaging at physiological time scales (few-ms scale activation and imaging). 3D imaging approaches enable the use of complementary strategies to access volumes extending up to a few hundred µms in the axial direction, by proposing the use of piezo scanners to scan the objectives in specific trajectories (Göbel et al., 2007) , acousto-optic deflectors (Reddy et al., 2008; Grewe et al., 2010; Katona et al., 2012; Nadella et al., 2016) , tunable lenses (Grewe et al., 2011; Fahrbach et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2015) , spatiotemporal multiplexing (Cheng et al., 2011; Ducros et al., 2013) , light field microscopy (Prevedel et al., 2014) , or Bessel beam excitation (Lu et al., 2017) and reaching tens of Hz imaging frequencies, of neuronal activity in vivo (Göbel et al., 2007; Grewe et al., 2011; Katona et al., 2012; Nadella et al., 2016) . 3D functional imaging of neurons has more recently been demonstrated at even larger volumes, reaching 0.5 mm in z, using a temporally focused Gaussian beam excitation at the size of neuron soma (Prevedel et al., 2016) , with large field views up to 5 mm in xy (Sofroniew et al., 2016; Stirman et al., 2016) or in two different areas of the brain (Lecoq et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016) .
The development of 3D photoactivation methods is more recent. These systems are based on the use of ComputerGenerated Holography (CGH) (Papagiakoumou et al., 2018; . Although this technique was established for the projection of 3D patterns (Piestun et al., 1996; Haist et al., 1997) or diffraction-limited spots (Liesener et al., 2000) via spatial light modulators (SLMs) several years ago, its use in neuroscience for simultaneous activation of multiple targets in two (Lutz et al., 2008; Nikolenko et al., 2008; Dal Maschio et al., 2010) or three dimensions (Yang et al., 2011; Go et al., 2012; Hernandez et al., 2016; Dal Maschio et al., 2017) was established only during the last decade. Thanks to 3D-CGH, used either solely (parallel methods) or in its diffraction-limit version in combination with scanning of the holographic beamlets (hybrid methods) [see (Papagiakoumou, 2013; Ronzitti et al., 2017b) for detailed description of these approaches], it is possible nowadays to activate multiple neurons providing both the adequate temporal resolution, as well as the spatial resolution for single-cell precision ( Figures 1A,B) .
With regards to temporal resolution, it is helpful to define the notion of temporal precision in optogenetic activation, i.e., the degree of reproducibility of the occurrence timing of a photo-evoked AP (also indicated as photo-evoked spike jitter) ( Figure 1C ) and temporal resolution, i.e., the time needed to photo-evoke an AP, ultimately linked to the maximum achievable light-driven neuronal firing rate ( Figure 1D ). Minimizing those two parameters helps to reproduce precise temporal patterns of activity that in combination with multicell activation, enables to mimic the physiological activity of a network. It has been shown that parallel photoactivation methods (Ronzitti et al., 2017b) can easily achieve short timescales during optogenetic activation (few-ms temporal resolution and sub-ms jitter) (Chaigneau et al., 2016; Ronzitti et al., 2017a; Shemesh et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018b) . Later studies using scanning methods, have also shown a high temporal specificity, reaching a millisecond jitter by using high power in the excitation spots .
With regards to 3D spatial resolution, scanning methods using 3D-CGH show an intrinsically good spatial resolution, thanks to the small spot size of the excitation beam (close to diffraction limit). Nevertheless, resolution can dramatically decrease when using intensities close to the saturation levels for the opsin, which results in out-of-focus excitation (Rickgauer and Tank, 2009; Andrasfalvy et al., 2010) . Parallel methods use illumination shapes that cover the whole cell body, in order to achieve parallel recruitment of all opsins on the cell membrane to improve efficiency (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010) . This, however, causes a quick deterioration of the axial resolution, which scales linearly or quadratically with lateral size, for holographic or Gaussian beams, respectively (Oron et al., 2012) . Parallel methods can provide a good axial resolution when combined with temporal focusing (TF) (Papagiakoumou et al., 2008 (Papagiakoumou et al., , 2010 Oron et al., 2012; Rickgauer et al., 2014) . Notably, temporally focused lightshaping methods allow to preserve sharp borders of the excitation pattern (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010) , even through scattering media Papagiakoumou et al., 2013) . However, because TF works by dispersing the spectral frequencies of a femtosecond light pulse at a specific plane (Oron et al., 2005) , special configurations are needed to extend the methods in 3D.
Here we review the methods proposed so far for 3D photoactivation and present the possibilities for combination with 3D imaging modalities, to establish precise and flexible microscopy methods for all-optical manipulation of neural circuits. The methods we present here have mostly been developed for optogenetic photostimulation but in principle, any other photoactivation technique, such as uncaging of caged neurotransmitters, or activation of photoactivable proteins, could benefit from them.
ALL-OPTICAL MANIPULATION
The very first experiment of all-optical manipulation of neurons was demonstrated by activating cells in neocortical slices via twophoton (2P) uncaging of MNI-glutamate with multiple beamlets generated with a diffractive optical element, or one single beam multiplexed in time, and 2P Ca 2+ imaging (Nikolenko et al., 2007) . Similarly, a few years later in two other papers researchers measured Ca 2+ signals in neurons while uncaging MNI-glutamate (Dal Maschio et al., 2010; Anselmi et al., 2011) . In (Dal Maschio et al., 2010 ) the optical system incorporated 2P 2D-CGH in the optical path of a commercial 2P scanning microscope and it could exchange holographic or scanning stimulation between the uncaging and imaging beams. In (Anselmi et al., 2011) 3D-CGH with diffraction-limited spots was combined with a remote-focusing system (Botcherby et al., 2007 (Botcherby et al., , 2012 to perform functional imaging along tilted dendrites of hippocampal pyramidal neurons in brain slices. Although the first demonstrations of combined activation and imaging of neurons used uncaging, the term all-optical is mostly related to the combination of functional imaging and optogenetic activation. In 2014, a milestone was achieved when an important number of scientific studies showing the activation of neurons in vivo in rodents via optogenetic molecules and the imaging of Ca 2+ responses with GCaMP, took place (Vogt, 2015) , using either visible (Szabo et al., 2014) or 2P light stimulation (Rickgauer et al., 2014; Packer et al., 2015) . More publications followed, using 2D (Carroll et al., 2015; Carrillo-reid et al., 2016; Bovetti et al., 2017; Förster et al., 2017; Forli et al., 2018) , and more recently 3D stimulation (Hernandez et al., 2016; Dal Maschio et al., 2017; Mardinly et al., 2018; .
Despite these very important studies, full optical neuronal control remains a challenge in terms of achieving reliable delivery and expression of sensors and actuators in the same neurons, eliminating the cross-talk between imaging and activation, The photostimulation resolution defines the minimal distance r between two targets, at which each target can be individually activated. (C) Photostimulation temporal performances are linked to the photostimulation temporal precision, that is the timing precision δt in evoking action potentials (APs) with repetitive stimulations (i.e., light-evoked spike jitter) and (D) the temporal resolution, that is the minimal time interval between two consecutive light-evoked APs (i.e., the maximum light-driven neuronal firing rate f max ).
and recording and stimulating with a single-neuron and a single-action-potential precision . These problems have been discussed exhaustively in other recent reviews Ronzitti et al., 2017b; Chen et al., 2018c) . Here we will focus on reviewing the recent developments for 3D all-optical manipulation.
3D Photoactivation

Fully Parallel Methods
Fully parallel optical methods proposed for 3D activation in an all-optical configuration have been presented for optogenetics and make use of extended light-pattern formation to cover the entire neuron soma. Light-patterns can be either large Gaussian beams generated by underfilling the objective numerical aperture (NA; low-NA Gaussian beams), or beams created with more flexible light-patterning methods such as CGH, generalized phase contrast (GPC) or amplitude modulation. As already mentioned, the limit of extended light patterns is the deterioration of the axial confinement, an issue that can be solved by using temporal focusing. Common experimental configurations of TF make use of a diffraction grating in a plane conjugate to the focal plane of the microscope objective (image formation plane), separating the spectral frequencies of the laser femtosecond pulses (dispersion of different wavelengths in different angles) (Oron et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2005) . In other words, the image projected at the grating plane is the image formed at the sample plane, while 2P absorption of light projected in any other plane before or after the grating, as it is the case when you generate a 3D pattern distribution, will be strongly weakened by the pulse broadening. This has, until recently, limited TF-light shaping to 2D configurations. Methods have been proposed for axial displacement of the TF plane for Gaussian beams, by introducing group velocity dispersion (Durst et al., 2006 (Durst et al., , 2008 Dana and Shoham, 2012) . However, they are only suitable for remotely displacing one plane and they are not compatible with lightpatterning techniques (Leshem et al., 2014) , as they can displace the TF plane but not the spatial focusing one. Hernandez et al. (2016) solved the problem, by introducing the axial displacement mechanism after the grating for TF, which decoupled lateral light shaping from axial displacements. The system used a conventional 2D-CGH with TF for lateral lightpatterning and a second SLM placed at a Fourier plane after the grating to introduce the desired axial shift from the original focal plane, via a lens-effect phase modulation. This configuration also enabled the generation of different excitation patterns at distinct axial planes, by addressing the two SLMs in multiple regions, tiled vertically to the direction of dispersion for TF. With this configuration, researchers demonstrated for the first time the generation of multi-plane temporally focused patterns, reaching a volume of 240 × 240 × 260 µm 3 with the axial confinement varying from 5 µm Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) at the center of the field of excitation (FOE) to 10 µm at the edges of it, tested with spots of 20 µm in diameter. The number of regions equal to the number of planes to be addressed. The system was used for selective 2P 3D photoconversion of the Kaede protein (Isobe et al., 2010) in the brain of zebrafish larvae (photoconversion at 800 nm with 0.1-4.0 mW/µm 2 depending the illumination duration) and for 2D optogenetic activation of ChR2 in zebrafish spinal cord neurons co-expressing GCaMP5G (excitation at 900 nm with 0.6 mW/µm 2 ). Monitoring of Ca 2+ traces in that case was performed with visible illumination and two-color HiLo imaging (Lim et al., 2008) (at ∼30.8 µW/mm 2 ).
Despite the flexibility of this system, an inherent limitation occurs in the maximum number of axial planes that could be addressed because of the physical tiling of the SLMs, before the quality of the holographic spots get distorted (∼6 planes) (Hernandez et al., 2016) . Although this can be sufficient for a number of biological applications , three new studies, have recently proposed ways to increase both the number of planes and the FOE. They all used the same principle: having a beam-shaping method for creating a 2D temporally focused pattern and using a SLM at a Fourier plane of the TF system for lateral and axial multiplexing of this pattern in several positions in 3Ds via 3D-CGH (Figure 2A ). 3D-CGH is used to generate arrays of 3D diffraction-limited spots, using variations of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (Gerchberg and Saxton, 1972; Di Leonardo et al., 2007) to calculate the phase profile to address to the SLM.
In two of these works the light-shaping part is a TF-Gaussian beam (Pégard et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018) (Figure 2B ). In (Pégard et al., 2017) 3D scanless holographic optogenetics with temporal focusing (3D-SHOT) was used to generate a large number of temporally focused spots, each of them fitting the size of a cell soma of pyramidal neurons (i.e., ∼10-15 µm FWHM lateral size). With this approach, researchers reported the possibility to project hundreds of excitation spots in a total volume of 350 × 350 × 280 µm 3 . (Sun et al., 2018) presented a very similar approach as the one presented by (Pégard et al., 2017) , using a TF experimental configuration with two gratings instead of a single grating and a lens. The beam's lateral size was 2.5 µm in diameter and the axial FWHM of the 2P light intensity was 7.5 µm. This study did not include any biological demonstration. The authors used the generated spots in direct laser writing inside a glass, which relies on non-linear light absorption at the focus. Fabrication was conducted either on the surface or inside standard microscope glass slides. As a novelty, they showed that they were able to place focal points at high lateral proximity (4 tm) with minimal interference between them. That is thanks to the pulse front tilt effect, a property inherent to TF systems where the arrival time of an ultrashort pulse in a certain plane varies across the beam profile thus creating a tilt between the pulse front and the direction perpendicular to the beam. In this way, adjacent spots can be spatially overlapped (Sun et al., 2018) .
Both of these studies use Gaussian beams, which is technically simpler compared to the 3D-CGH-TF system proposed by (Hernandez et al., 2016) . However, a considerable drawback of this system is the fact that the laser beam is focused on a line on the SLM used for 3D multiplexing, where the size depends on the linear dispersion of the TF system in the direction of dispersing the spectral frequencies (usually parallel to the optical table), and it equals the monochromatic beam size in the unchirped dimension (vertical to the dispersion direction). In the chirped direction, care is usually given to fill the size of the SLM liquid crystal array, while in the unchirped direction the size of the beam is a few millimeters (2-3 mm) (Durst et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2018) . This imposes a restriction to the maximum laser power used before damaging the SLM (and thus to the maximum number of spots that can be projected). To overcome this limitation Pégard et al. (2017) proposed adding an extra lens before dispersing the ultrashort pulses on the TF grating, defocusing the beam on the SLM and thus increasing the illumination area. Nevertheless, the defocusing created a secondary spatial focus in the form of a line that deteriorated the axial propagation of the beam (Pégard et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018c) . In a more advanced version of this method the lens was replaced by a rotating diffuser at an image plane, after the grating. This led to an enlarged illumination of the SLM, without secondary focus effects and Gaussian beams of 23 µm axial FWHM (axial optical Point Spread Function; PSF) . 3D-SHOT was used in this case to simultaneously stimulate neurons co-expressing newly developed excitatory or inhibitory somatic opsins, ST-ChroME or IRES-ST-eGTACR1, respectively, and GCaMP6s in an all-optical configuration (about 50 neurons in three different planes extending to an axial range of 100 µm, 0.13 mW/µm 2 or 40 mW per target for activating ST-ChroME neurons, 0.08 mW/µm 2 or ∼6 mW per target for IRES-ST-eGTACR1 neurons, illumination with a low-repetition rate laser at 1040 nm for 1 s) .
Higher flexibility and better axial resolution was demonstrated by Accanto et al. who presented a system for multiplexed temporally focused-light shaping (MTF-light shaping), where the beam-shaping part was either 2D-CGH or GPC (Accanto et al., 2018) (Figure 2C,D) . For MTF-CGH, the optical setup is the same as the one of 3D-CGH-TF (Hernandez et al., 2016) , the only difference being the way the multiplexing SLM is addressed. MTF-CGH enabled investigators to generate 15-µm diameter temporally focused holographic spots on 50 independent planes on an excitation field of 300 × 300 × 500 µm 3 and an average axial PSF of 11 µm FWHM. The theoretical FOE for the optical parameters they used was 750 × 750 × 990 µm 3 , but was experimentally limited by the size of the optics used.
In MTF-GPC the beam-shaping part was substituted by a GPC setup (Glückstad, 1996; Papagiakoumou et al., 2010) for projection of high-precision, speckle-less, temporally focused arbitrarily shaped patterns. Notably, the combination of GPC with CGH to extend GPC to 3D was previously reported (Go et al., 2011; Bañas and Glückstad, 2017) but without TF, which is essential for suppressing excitation by the out-of-focus light (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010) . In MTF-GPC, characterization of 12-µm diameter TF-GPC spots showed improved axial PSF, compared to MTF-CGH (6 µm FWHM on average on a FOE of 200 × 200 × 200 µm 3 ), as expected for TF-GPC patterns (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010) . Similar to the Gaussian beam case, a crucial drawback remains the illumination of the multiplexing SLM with a line. To overcome this, (Accanto et al., 2018) removed the phase contrast filter and used the first SLM of their FIGURE 2 | 3D multiplexed temporally focused light shaping. (A) Optical systems for 3D temporally focused light shaping consist of a light-shaping unit for creating a 2D temporally focused pattern and a multiplexing unit, using a SLM (SLM2) at a Fourier plane of the TF system, to replicate the 2D pattern in several positions in 3D via 3D-CGH (example of a phase profile for projecting 3 diffraction-limited spots in different positions is shown on the bottom of SLM2). After the light-shaping unit, the beam is represented with its spectral frequencies diffracted, because of spectral diffraction by the grating G. After phase modulation on SLM2 the beam is imaged by two lenses (here L4 and L5) to the back aperture of the microscope objective. (B-D) Different cases for the TF-light-shaping unit: (B) Gaussian beam. In this case the grating is illuminated with a collimated Gaussian beam of a suitable size, usually adjusted with a telescope of lenses (not shown here). Configuration with a non-collimated beam (by introducing a lens prior to the grating) was used by Pégard et al. (2017) configuration to perform amplitude and phase modulation. They encoded a pattern in four different areas on the beam-shaping SLM and the pattern of each area was laterally displaced with a different prism-phase effect, such as generating four different lines on the multiplexing SLM after the beams were temporally focused. Addressing the first SLM in different areas enabled the projection of replicas of four different speckle-free patterns in a volume of 300 × 300 × 400 µm 3 , a method referred to as MTF-Multi Shapes. This strategy both increased the illumination area of the multiplexing SLM and allowed more flexibility on the shape of the projected patterns, similar to that described by (Hernandez et al., 2016) .
Evidently, flexibility of the MTF-light shaping methods comes at the cost of simplicity of the optical setup and total cost. For simpler cost-effective solutions in applications where the excitation spot size and form can be predetermined, it is possible to use static lithographically fabricated phase masks (Accanto et al., 2018) to replace the first SLM in MTF-CGH, or a GPC-light shaper (Bañas et al., 2014) to replace the GPC setup in MTF-GPC.
MTF-CGH was used in a multi-cell excitation of photoactivatable GCaMP (paGCaMP) in the central nervous system of the drosophila larvae (photoconversion at 760 nm with 1.0 mW/µm 2 , illumination with trains of 10-ms pulses at 50 Hz, total illumination duration: tens of seconds up to 4 min) and to photoconvert Kaede in the zebrafish larva hindbrain (photoconversion at 800 nm with 0.4 mW/µm 2 , illumination with trains of 10-ms pulses at 50 Hz, total illumination duration 1-4 min). Parallel illumination of neurons allowed fast photoconversion in both cases, with minimal photoactivation of untargeted neighboring cells. Especially in the case of paGCaMP, neuronal processes of the targeted cells could be clearly distinguished from the background, allowing the possibility to precisely track neuronal morphology (Accanto et al., 2018) .
Although the use of TF in neuronal photoactivation with parallel methods has offered the possibility to locally confine the excitation volume, such as to preserve single-cell resolution, this might not be necessary for low-scattering samples, excitation of small size cells or sparse staining. In that case, 3D-CGH alone can be used for the projection of extended light patterns in different planes (Haist et al., 1997; Hernandez et al., 2016) . Thus 2P 3D-CGH spots of 6-µm diameter were used to photoactivate ChR2 in the zebrafish larval neurons, which in combination with 2P GCaMP6s Ca 2+ imaging, enabled the identification of neuronal ensembles associated with control of tail bending (photoactivation at 920 nm, 0.2 mW/µm 2 or 50 mW per target, circular overlapping photoactivation regions of 18 µm in diameter) . Moreover, the authors performed targeted photoactivatable GFP (paGFP) photoconversion to obtain a morphological reconstruction of individual functionally identified neurons (photoconversion at 750 nm with 0.25 mW/µm 2 or 7 mW per target, 1-s illumination).
Finally, as a general comment we should note that 3D-TF methods using CGH for multiplexing the excitation spot, can produce powerful experimental configurations in volumetric FOEs, with the quality of all spots being the same across the whole FOE, since the spots multiplexed are replicas of the same single original spot. However, for volumes reaching mm-range, care should be taken to homogenize the excitation properties of the projected spots, by taking into account factors such as scattering with increasing depth, SLM-diffraction-efficiency corrections, optical aberrations due to the large defocusing of spots (objective used at its limits) or projection near the borders of the FOE, and spectral aberrations for TF occurring by cropping spectral frequencies in the optics when using large defocus (Hernandez et al., 2016) .
Hybrid Methods
Scanning methods are alternative approaches for neuronal stimulation and have been widely used in 2P optogenetics (Rickgauer and Tank, 2009; Andrasfalvy et al., 2010; Packer et al., 2012; Prakash et al., 2012) , mainly for the activation of the slow kinetics opsin, C1V1, and most of the times in a spiral trajectory (Packer et al., 2012 (Packer et al., , 2015 Carrillo-reid et al., 2016; . They represent the simplest and most immediate solution for many laboratories, since they adopt conventional 2P scanning microscopes based on galvanometric scanners. Nevertheless, the sequential photostimulation limits the achievable temporal resolution (Papagiakoumou, 2013; Ronzitti et al., 2017b) and does not allow the simultaneous activation of multiple targets. The use of resonant scanners or acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) to increase the temporal resolution of scanning methods, is still limited by the necessary dwell time in 2P excitation, especially for slow opsins . Moreover, due to their cycling at resonant frequencies (8 kHz), resonant scanners cannot provide the necessary flexibility for arbitrary excitation trajectories, like spiral scans. For simultaneous multicell activation in 3Ds, scanning microscopes can be modified to include a SLM to multiplex the beam prior to the scan via 3D-CGH (Packer et al., 2012; . The holographic pattern, consisting of multiple neardiffraction limited spots (∼1 µm in diameter), is then scanned in spiral trajectories on an area covering the size of the cell soma (Rickgauer and Tank, 2009; Packer et al., 2015; .
Studies using hybrid methods in all-optical configurations have so far used C1V1 as optogenetic actuator excited at 1040 nm (Packer et al., 2015 ; 20-80 mW per target, spirals of 20 ms, 80 MHz repetition rate laser; Yang et al., 2018; 2.2-6.0 mW per target, spirals of 20 ms, low-repetition rate amplified laser). For 3D manipulation of neurons specifically, there is currently only one study where investigators simultaneously photostimulated more than 80 neurons over 150 µm in depth in layer 2/3 of the mouse visual cortex, while simultaneously imaging the activity of the surrounding neurons with GCaMP6s . The authors photoactivated in three different planes in an axial range of 100 µm selected groups of somatostatin inhibitory interneurons, suppressing the response of nearby pyramidal neurons to visual stimuli in awake animals (6 mW per cell from a low-repetition rate laser, or 6 mW/µm 2 , since the surface of the illumination spot in that case is about 1 µm 2 , illumination for 2.8 s with 175 continuously repeated spirals, each lasting ∼16 ms).
Maximum Number of Excitation Targets
An estimate of the maximum possible number of targets to address with each approach in the framework of an all-optical experiment, presumes knowledge of the total light losses of an optical system from the laser source to the objective output, which can significantly vary from one system to another. Moreover, the power necessary per target used, can vary according to opsin type, expression level, cell health and activation depth. In general, power losses for parallel illumination methods mainly consist of losses on the SLM(s) and the diffraction grating used for TF. For hybrid methods losses are approximately 2-3 times less than those of parallel ones, since they are mainly due to the use of a single SLM. It has also been reported that parallel approaches need about twice the power used by a spiral scanned beam, to induce a neuronal response with the same properties in both cases . Thus, in principle, for the same laser source and systems carefully designed to minimize power losses, hybrid methods are supposed to outmatch parallel ones about 4 times in the maximum number of cells possibly activated (without considering photodamage limits). From what is reported so far in literature, the maximum number of cells that have been simultaneously activated with parallel approaches is 50 neurons , while for hybrid methods this number is reported to be up to 80 . In the first case, the authors clearly state that they were limited by the available power of their laser system. However, current advances in laser technology can provide fiber amplified systems that deliver up to 60 W maximum average power, allowing for the possibility to greatly increase the above reported numbers.
A fundamental difference between parallel and hybrid 3D multi-target photoactivation methods is the eventual photodamage effects that one can induce by increasing the number of targets and thus the amount of light that is sent to the tissue. As presented in the previously reported cases, in general, parallel illumination approaches use lower illumination intensity [<0.4 mW/µm 2 independently on the opsin type, see also (Chen et al., 2018b) ] but higher total average power per target (e.g., for 2P in vivo activation 10-45 mW when amplified laser pulses of tens of µJ pulse energy are used from lowrepetition rate fiber amplifiers, 30-90 mW when nJ-energy pulses are used from MHz-repetition rate oscillators) than scanning approaches (Chen et al., 2018b; Forli et al., 2018; Mardinly et al., 2018) , making them more vulnerable to heating, i.e., linear photodamage. On the other hand, scanning (or hybrid) methods use high intensity (2-6 mW/µm 2 ) focused beams of low total average power ) (although average powers in the range of 20-80 mW were reported (Packer et al., 2015) when nJ-energy pulses were used from MHzrepetition rate oscillators), making them vulnerable to non-linear photodamage.
For non-linear photodamage, the damage threshold was shown to be inversely proportional to the pulse duration and proportional to the square of the mean power (König et al., 1999) . It has been evaluated on the basis of morphological damage for CHO (Chinese Hamster Ovarian) cells to 0.1 J/cm 2 (König et al., 1999) , or tissue ablation for porcine cornea (Olivié et al., 2008) to 1.5-2.2 J/cm 2 for 800-1000 nm. For comparison, an intensity of 80 mW/µm 2 at 80 MHz pulse repetition rate corresponds to a fluence of 0.1 J/cm 2 . No relevant studies exist for the mouse brain. A recent study on tissue heating, took the standard illumination parameters for either parallel or scanning methods into consideration, showing that the local temperature rise on a target area did not exceed the physiological limits in both cases (<1 K) . Specifically, to generate an action potential in vivo, with a holographic spot of 12-µm diameter at a depth of ∼150 µm, illuminating a neuron for 3 ms, at 1030 nm and 0.1 mW/µm 2 , the average temperature rise over the spot's surface, is estimated to 0.3 K. Furthermore, comparing the temperature rise for experimental conditions able to generate action potentials with latency in the range of 2-10 ms in vitro, it was found that for a holographic spot (3-ms illumination, 0.2 mW/µm 2 ) the average rise was 1 K, while for a focused beam in a spiral trajectory (3-ms illumination, 31 mW/µm 2 ) the mean temperature rise was <0.5 K, and the local rise at the center of the spiral was again ∼1 K (Yizhar et al., 2011) , and t the evolved time], the temperature rise remains comparable to the case of the isolated spot (for 3-ms illumination duration, holographic stimulation at an intensity ≤0.2 mW/µm 2 enables keeping the induced temperature rise <2 K for activating 100 cells whose inter-soma distance was larger than the thermal diffusion length, which in that case was ∼50 µm). Otherwise, the heat load starts to significantly increase locally . Moreover, in terms of illumination duration, prolonged stimulation (>1 min) was found to induce substantial brain heating (6-8 • C) .
Notably, the considerations of the study by Picot et al. (2018) indicate that the optimal laser repetition rate for 2P optogenetics depends on the adopted illumination method: the very low excitation intensity used in parallel illumination, allows to neglect non-linear damage effects and privileges using low (500 kHz-2 MHz) repetition rate lasers to minimize heating through linear absorption. Scanning approaches on the other hand, require high excitation intensity but enable more efficient heat dissipation because of their small beam spot size; therefore, for short illumination times, a higher repetition rate laser (Ji et al., 2008) should be preferred in order to minimize peak-power-sensitive damages.
3D Imaging
In order to combine photostimulation and functional imaging over large neuronal populations in extended volumes, it is necessary to elaborate strategies to decouple and independently control the photostimulation and the imaging plane. An exhaustive presentation of the existing imaging techniques have recently been presented in literature (Ji et al., 2016; Yang and Yuste, 2017) . Here we will discuss the techniques that can be combined with 3D photoactivation, in volumetric all-optical studies.
Adoption of approaches for 3D imaging, involving fast mechanical axial movements of the objective lens with piezoelectric positioners (Grewe et al., 2010; Katona et al., 2011) , in combination with 3D photoactivation methods can be rather challenging for an independent control of the stimulation and imaging planes. In that case, the microscope objective is shared by both photostimulation and imaging paths, and a 3D alloptical configuration would require a simultaneous readjustment of the axial position of the photostimulation foci, to compensate for the objective shifts. Since 3D photoactivation methods use a SLM to project the excitation spots/patterns to different axial planes at a maximum refresh rate of 3 ms , a combination of fast piezo-repositioning approaches is feasible in cases where imaging is done in few discrete axial planes (Cossell et al., 2015; Peron et al., 2015; Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015) , but not possible when objectives need to be moved over an extended volume in a quasi-continuous way (Grewe et al., 2010; Katona et al., 2011) .
Strategies involving the fast repositioning of the imaging focus by modulating the imaging beam divergence (Figure 3A) , appear to be more convenient for all-optical volume investigations. This can be done by introducing a lens-effect in an upstream location of the imaging path, possibly in a plane conjugated to the objective back aperture to obtain a telecentric system. Clearly, the control of laser divergence must be fast enough to be compatible with functional imaging rates. Few technologies are commercially available for high-speed focus control through lenses. They are based either on the curvature change of a flexible-membrane electrically controlled lens (usually referred as Electrically Tunable Lens; ETL) (Grewe et al., 2011) or on ultrasounds propagating in a confined fluid, resulting in a tunable index of refraction gradient lens [usually referred as Tunable Acoustic Gradient (TAG) lens] that behaves like an aspheric lens (Mermillod-Blondin et al., 2008) . ETLs have been mainly driven in stepping mode, enabling a ≈15 ms refocus time and can be electronically synchronized with the two-photon scanning imaging acquisition (Grewe et al., 2011) . They have been successfully applied in 3D all-optical experiments, enabling simultaneous two-photon imaging and photostimulation on three planes axially spanning over 100 µm in mammals and on five planes axially spanning over 32 µm in zebrafish . In TAG varifocal lenses, the optical power varies continuously at resonant frequencies, thus enabling much higher speeds with a ≈1 µs switching time, but they require careful control of oscillations through optical-phase locking (Kong et al., 2015) . Volume imaging is built up by stacks of xz planes (where the fast-axis is along the axial direction) resulting in high-rate volume imaging ranging between 14 Hz (375 × 112 × 130 µm 3 ) and 56 Hz (60 × 4 × 30 µm 3 ).
Alternatively, SLMs or AODs can be used to dynamically control the degree of divergence of the imaging beam. SLM permits wavefront modulation resulting in fast beam refocusing (Dal Maschio et al., 2011) with refreshing rates up to 300 Hz. Importantly, in this case modulation is not limited to beam refocusing but can potentially be combined with more complex wavefront modulations, to correct optical aberrations (Booth, 2014) or to optimize the signal to noise ratio by targeting illumination of the cell (in this latter case in a CCD detection scheme) (Foust et al., 2015; Bovetti et al., 2017; Tanese et al., 2017) . In the latter 2P near diffraction-limited stationary laser spots generated through CGH were used to perform scanless high-speed imaging of GCaMP6 activity in neurons in vivo on a CCD camera (Bovetti et al., 2017) , or voltage imaging on dendritic spines . CGH-shaped excitation was also used to improve the signal to noise ratio in voltage imaging experiments of dendrites and axons (Foust et al., 2015) .
AODs can also be used for fast 3D beam repositioning. Using two pairs of orthogonal AODs addressed with counterpropagating acoustic waves of linearly varying frequency (chirped waves), it is possible to impress a precise xy radial deflection (determined by the center frequencies of the waves) and z axial displacement (determined by the amount of chirp) to the illumination beam. Being completely inertia-free, AOD systems can achieve very short commutation (24.5 µs for 3D random access) and dwell (0.05-1.0 µs) times (Kirkby et al., 2010; Nadella et al., 2016) . This makes AODs especially well-suited for high-rate random access point-or line-scanning imaging. For instance, in (Katona et al., 2012) the authors recorded responses from a population of individual neurons and glial cells, in the visual cortex of adult anesthetized mice, by automated tissuedrift compensation performed plane by plane, when obtaining a reference z-stack or between 3D random-access scans. They recorded spontaneous activity within 400 × 400 × 500 µm 3 at a frequency up to 56 Hz. In another example (Nadella et al., 2016) , researchers performed random-access patch imaging of neurons in layer 2/3 of primary visual cortex in an awake behaving mouse at 50 Hz, as well as the simultaneous dendritic and somatic imaging of pyramidal neurons in the visual cortex of awake mice at 27.9 Hz, by applying post hoc movement correction of images. The downside of such systems is that the combination of four AODs in a series is associated with power losses up to 75% (Reddy et al., 2008; Nadella et al., 2016) and requires strategies to compensate the temporal and spatial dispersion (Katona et al., 2012) . However, recent developments in the AOD technology allow more efficient and uniform light transmission over larger scan angles when focusing away from the nominal focal plane of the objective (Nadella et al., 2016) .
Remote focusing is another approach enabling fast sequential imaging of axially separated planes. It allows remote axial shifting the imaging beam by integrating a classical raster scanning system with an axial scan unit, which comprises of an objective lens and a lightweight mirror (Botcherby et al., 2007 (Botcherby et al., , 2012 . Since the mirror is imaged on the sample plane, its oscillations are translated in a rapid change of focus in the sample, without physically moving the imaging objective lens. Fast oscillations are enabled by using a custom-built actuator constructed with a pair of galvanometer motors to scan the mirror in the kHz range. Importantly, as the two objectives are disposed to modify the beam wavefront with equal and opposite aberrations, the microscope is resilient to the systematic aberrations introduced by diverging beams that yield large focus shifts. Remote focusing enabled volume imaging of extracellular electrically induced calcium transients in OGB-loaded neurons up to 1 kHz, over a depth of 60 µm (Botcherby et al., 2012) . Of note, other systems using remote focusing units, have used voice coil motors to drive the movable mirror at high speed (Rupprecht et al., 2016; Sofroniew et al., 2016) .
Other volume imaging approaches, potentially compatible with 3D photostimulation, are based on multi-foci beams sent in parallel on the sample, imaging different planes simultaneously (Figure 3B) , provided that ad hoc read-out demultiplexing strategies are adopted, to distinguish the signal coming from those planes. One possible strategy involves temporally multiplexed beams. Pulsed beams can be sent at different foci with different time delays. If the delays are superior to the fluorescence lifetime decay (in the range of few ns) and inferior to the inter-pulse interval, the fluorescence signal originating from different locations, can be distinguished by temporally demultiplexing the detected signal (Amir et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2011) . Other strategies rely on computational demultiplexing algorithms, which permit simultaneous multifoci imaging, without introducing any temporal shifts among the beams. In this case, a priori knowledge of the cells distribution and sparsity of cortical neuronal activity, allow demixing signals from different planes, using independent component analysis or non-negative matrix factorization algorithms .
Further strategies use extended depth of field (EDF) imaging, where the illumination PSF elongates axially (Botcherby et al., 2006) . Since several layers of cells are encompassed within the PSF (Figure 3C) , a lateral scan of such a beam is equivalent to projecting a stack of axially displaced layers in a single plane. Volume imaging is thus enabled at speeds equal to scan-based planar imaging. Very high-volume rates of functional imaging can thus be obtained, provided that neural activity comes from the sparse distribution of neurons, that do not significantly overlap axially and an a priori high-resolution mapping of the cells position in the volume, is acquired. Bessel beam based EDF functional volume imaging has been reported in vivo at 30 Hz for volumes extending up to 160 µm (Lu et al., 2017) .
EDF imaging can also be obtained by engineering the detection PSF. Here, the strategy is conceptually reversed compared to previous approaches: instead of attaining volume imaging by modifying the illumination beam, axial discrimination is achieved by modulating the detected fluorescent signal. Similar to the excitation PSF, the detection PSF can be phase-only modulated with a transparent static phase mask placed at a Fourier plane of the detection path, so that it does not disturb the numerical aperture and the photon throughput of the system (no photon losses). Imaging can then be performed with a CCD and computational tools can be used to recover image information over the entire extended depth of field, as in the case of the elongated excitation PSF. Researchers have shown that the use of cubic phase masks in such configurations, in combination with CGH-based target illumination, allows for simultaneous imaging of fluorescence signals arising from different 3D targeted points (Quirin et al., 2013) . Moreover, an a priori information of the origin of the fluorescence signal, through targeted excitation with CGH spots, can remove any ambiguity arising from imaging unknown objects with extended axial features (Quirin et al., 2013) . Here, the strategy is conceptually reversed compared to previous approaches: instead of attaining volume imaging by modifying the illumination beam, axial discrimination is achieved by modulating the detected fluorescent signal.
Alternatively, volumetric imaging can be obtained in a wide-field illumination configuration using Light Field Microscopy (LFM) (Broxton et al., 2013) (Figure 3D) . A series of micro lenses are placed at the native image plane (i.e., the plane where a camera is put in standard wide-field configurations) and a relay lens system is used to reimage the lenslets' back focal plane onto a camera (Broxton et al., 2013) . Since in-focus and out-of-focus light results in different patterns at the camera, axial localization of the emitters in a sample volume can be obtained by computationally processing the image. The volumetric imaging speed is only limited by the CCD acquisition rate. Despite the high temporal performances, the application of LFM has been restricted to semi-transparent tissues due to scattering limitations (Broxton et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2014; Prevedel et al., 2014) . However, it has recently been proposed in a computational imaging approach, where it is integrated with high-dimensional, structured statistics enabling fast volumetric acquisition in vivo in the brains of mammals (Grosenick et al., 2017) . If coupled with 3D photoactivation, particular attention needs to be paid when considering photoactivation cross-talk, as contamination induced by a single-photon wide-field imaging beam, may not be negligible.
Finally, light-sheet microscopy (LSM) represents another volumetric imaging approach ( Figure 3E ) particularly suited to whole-brain imaging of small-scale organisms (Keller and Ahrens, 2015; Power and Huisken, 2017) , at single-cell imaging resolution (Ahrens et al., 2013) . In this case, optical sectioning of the specimen is obtained in a conventional wide-field detection scheme, with an orthogonal illumination of the sample by means of a thin "sheet" of light coming from the side. Since excitation only yields in an axially confined planar portion of the sample, optically sectioned video-rate imaging of specific planes is enabled simply by using a common camera-based detection. 3D photostimulation coupling could be, e.g., envisaged by delivering photostimulation light through the high-NA detection objective. All-optical 3D functional investigations might then be obtained by adopting those LSM volumetric strategies involving axial lightsheet repositioning and varifocal ETL-based detection (Fahrbach et al., 2013) or cubic phase-based extended depth of field detection approaches, combined with imaging deconvolution (Olarte et al., 2015; Quirin et al., 2016) . It is worth mentioning that, since the side-on light-sheet needs to uniformly excite a large portion of tissue, LSM is chiefly adopted for imaging of low-scattering media, even if imaging in relatively opaque tissues have been demonstrated in double-sided illumination and detection arrangements (Tomer et al., 2012; Lemon et al., 2015; Ezpeleta et al., 2016) . Interestingly, double-sided illumination can be potentially used with one low-NA objective to generate the light-sheet and the other opposite-sided objective chosen with a high NA to address the 3D photostimulation patterns. At last, it should also be considered, that the orthogonal disposition of illumination and detection objectives, ultimately limit the geometric accessibility to the sample compared to other techniques relying on a single objective.
OUTLOOK
From this overview of the methods for 3D photoactivation and imaging, it is evident that these domains have tremendously advanced over the last few years. However, the combination of all-optical approaches is so far limited to use 2P scanning imaging modalities with an ETL Mardinly et al., 2018; , which is the most straightforward method for multiplane imaging, from those presented.
Nevertheless, the first steps have now been completed and we are entering an era where there will be an increasing demand for high-performance all-optical methods to tackle more complex biological questions. This will certainly prompt further developments for all-optical strategies in large excitation volumes and multi-area microscopes, where it will be possible, for instance, to activate a population of neurons in one area while monitoring the effects in another area of the brain (Lecoq et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016) . Furthermore, for imaging and photoactivation in large depths, development of microendoscopes based on miniaturized optics (Zong et al., 2017; Zou et al., 2017; Ozbay et al., 2018) , able to perform all-optical manipulations, and use of three-photon excitation (Horton et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2018a; Rodríguez et al., 2018) , can be envisioned.
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